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Abstract. The sinking of dense water down a steep
continental slope is studied using laboratory experi-
ments, theoretical analysis and numerical simulation.
The experiments were made in a rotating tank contain-
ing a solid cone mounted on the tank floor and
originally filled with water of constant density. A
bottom gravity current was produced by injecting more
dense coloured water at the top of the cone. The dense
water plume propagated from the source down the
inclined cone wall and formed a bottom front separating
the dense and light fluids. The location of the bottom
front was measured as a function of time for various
experimental parameters. In the majority of runs a
stable axisymmetric flow was observed. In certain
experiments, the bottom layer became unstable and
was broken into a system of frontal waves which
propagated down the slope. The fluid dynamics theory
was developed for a strongly non-linear gravity current
forming a near-bottom density front. The theory takes
into account both bottom and interfacial friction as well
as deviation of pressure from the hydrostatic formula in
the case of noticeable vertical velocities. Analytical and
numerical solutions were found for the initial (t < 1=f ),
intermediate (t  1=f ), and main t  1=f  stages,
where f is the Coriolis parameter. The model results
show that during the initial stage non-linear inertial
oscillations are developed. During the main stage, the
gravity current is concentrated in the bottom layer
which has a thickness of the order of the Ekman scale.
The numerical solutions are close to the same analytical
one. Stability analysis shows that the instability thresh-
old depends mainly on the Froude number and does not
depend on the Ekman number. The results of laboratory
experiments confirm the similarity properties of the
bottom front propagation and agree well with the
theoretical predictions.
Introduction
The sinking of dense water over the continental slope is
a significant contributor to water exchange between the
shelf-slope zone and the open ocean. Dense water
accumulates on shelves, migrates to the shelf edge, and
flows across the continental slope forming a gravity
current. This process is thought to be important in the
formation of oceanic bottom and deep waters, and
particularly of Antarctic bottom water (Whitehead,
1987). Other examples are bottom gravity currents in
the South Australian Gulfs (Bowers and Lennon, 1987),
the Denmark Straits overflow (Dickson et al., 1990), the
Mediterranean outflow into the Atlantic (Price et al.,
1993) and into the Black Sea (Latif et al., 1991). Despite
recent progress, bottom gravity currents over the
continental slope have not been well investigated
experimentally or theoretically. This is because, firstly,
they often occur sporadically and in barely accessible
regions, and secondly, the theoretical description of
currents over a steep slope must be extended beyond
geostrophic or quasi-geostrophic models to include
friction and the vertical component of the Coriolis force.
In recent years, gravity currents on horizontal and
inclined bottoms have been a subject of theoretical and
laboratory studies (Zatsepin et al., 1982; Shapiro, 1982;
Kostianoy and Shapiro, 1985; Mory et al., 1987;
Simpson, 1987; Whitehead et al., 1990; Speer et al.,
1993; Nagata et al., 19931; Zhmur et al., 1994). The
research has been restricted mainly to the case of a
horizontal or slightly sloping bottom or a non-rotating
fluid. In the theoretical studies, bottom friction has
usually been considered in the ‘‘boundary layer’’
approximation (Whitehead, 1990; Speer et al., 1993)
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which is valid only if the thickness of the dense layer
exceeds the vertical Ekman scale sufficiently. However,
the laboratory experiments by Mory et al. (1987)
indicated that the downslope plume was concentrated
in a layer of the order of the Ekman scale. An
intermediate situation has been observed in some
natural environments (Latif et al., 1991; Dickson et
al., 1990).
The purpose of this study is to achieve a better
understanding of the mesoscale dynamics of gravity
currents over a steeply inclined bottom in a rotating
fluid for a wide range of Ekman numbers. The flow is
studied by means of laboratory experiments, a theore-
tical analysis and numerical simulations. In this work we
consider an axisymmetric two-layer problem: the dense
fluid spreads below the light fluid over a conic surface
from a source located on top of a cone and having a
constant volume flux rate. The theoretical analysis is not
restricted by the ‘‘boundary layer’’ approximation.
Experiment
Experimental set-up
The experiments were conducted on a rotating platform
with a diameter of 1m. A rectangular perspex water tank
of volume 505046 cm3 was set up in the centre of the
platform, in the centre of which a circular plastic cone
was mounted. The inclination angle of the cone wall was
h  39 (Fig. 1). The foot of the cone was fixed to the
bottom of the tank and concentric circular labels were
drawn on the cone surface at 2 cm intervals.
The platform had four fixed rates of rotation. The
constancy of the rotation rate was checked with a strobe
light. The period of rotation was measured by an
electronic timer mounted on the platform. The tank was
filled with a homogeneous aqueous solution of NaCl.
The top and side views of the spreading process were
documented by both video and photo cameras posi-
tioned on the platform above the tank. The side view
was obtained using an inclined side mirror similar to the
technique described by Mory et al. (1987).
At the beginning of each experiment the homoge-
neous fluid in the tank was spun up until it had reached
the state of solid body rotation with angular velocity
X  f =2, where f is the Coriolis parameter. Salty water
with a density higher than that of the ambient fluid was
then injected at the top of the cone through an aperture
with a diameter of 1 cm. The influx was kept constant
during each experimental run by use of a Mariotte
bottle. The injected fluid was coloured with thymol blue
indicator to distinguish it from the ambient fluid. The
location of the bottom front between dense and ambient
fluids was observed on a TV monitor and recorded by
the video camera continuously during each run.
The distance, Lf , between the front and the cone top
was measured as a function of time, t, with t  0
corresponding to the beginning of the injection. Read-
ings were taken after each run from the TV monitor
while the video tape was played back. The time marks
were taken every time the front crossed the circular
labels drawn on the inclined bottom between 7 cm and
29 cm labels. In order to improve the accuracy and
exclude the error introduced by a slight deviation of the
front from an exact axisymmetric shape, measurements
were made independently along four different down-
slope directions. The four time marks corresponding to
the same bottom label were then averaged. The root
mean square deviation calculated for each group of four
marks did not exceed 7%.
The value of the volume flux, Q, of the injected fluid
was determined at the end of every experiment by
dividing the total water consumption from the Mariotte
bottle by the corresponding time interval. The salinity of
both ambient and injected fluid was calculated using the
weight method and measured with a laboratory
salinometer. The weight of pure NaCl (ranging from 1
to 500 g) was measured with electronic scales with an
accuracy of 10 mg. The density was then calculated from
salinity. We determined the reduced gravity accelera-
tion, g0, by the formula g0  gDq=q, where g is the
acceleration due to gravity, Dq is the density difference
between the injected and the ambient water and q is the
density of the ambient fluid. The relative error in
determining Q and g0 did not exceed 5%. The Coriolis
parameter, f , was determined with an accuracy better
than 0.5%. The viscosity of the water solution, m was
taken as 10ÿ2 cm2/s.
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up: 1, water tank; 2,
rotating platform; 3, cone; 4, source of dense water, 5, Mariott bottle;
6, side view mirror; 7, video camera; 8 TV monitor
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Experimental results
A set of 40 experimental runs was carried out for the
following values of governing parameters: the source
discharge Q  0:3ÿ 16:2 cm3/s, f  1:0ÿ 4:1 rad/s,
g0  0:3ÿ 12:5 cm/s2. The duration of each run was in
the range 15 to 600 s.
The dense water, spreading from the source near the
bottom, formed a nearly axisymmetric plume. Water in
the plume rotated anticyclonically i.e. opposite to the
rotation of the platform. The front of the gravity current
gradually propagated downwards over the slope
(Fig. 2A). The current appeared to be divided into two
zones: a central, non-viscous, and a peripheral, viscous
region (Zatsepin, 1986). In the central zone (with a
diameter of no more than 10–15 cm) the thickness of the
bottom layer was 1–3 cm which was much larger than
the Ekman scale (which was about 0.1 cm) but was
much less than the total height of water column above
the cone (12–14 cm). Although the azimuthal velocity
was not measured directly, the basic structure of the
azimuthal flow was estimated by the visual analysis of
the displacement of small dye inhomogenities of the
dense fluid layer. The azimuthal velocity grew with the
distance from the centre. In the peripheral zone the
thickness of the gravity current was of the order of the
Ekman scale. In this zone the anticyclonic circulation
decreased with the distance. In some experiments small
paper pellets were put on the surface of the top layer.
These indicated no appreciable motion, except in cases
where the thickness of the dense water plume in the
central zone exceeded approximately 1/4 of the upper
fluid depth. This condition was realised only during a
few runs with small g0 and large Q values. In the
majority of experiments the upper fluid was at rest even
in the central zone.
The functional dependence of Lf on t, Q, g0, f was
found using regression analysis of data over the whole
set of experiments to be well approximated by the
formula
Lf  AQmg0
0f ktn; 1
where : A  0:85  0:10;m  0:24  0:02, l  0:34
 0:04, k  0:26  0:03, n  0:65  0:02, with correla-
tion coefficient r  0:95  0:01. Deviation from Eq. (1)
appeared at Q > 15 cm3=s, g0 < 2 cm=s2 due to turbu-
lent entrainment near the source and also at
Q < 0:3 cm3=s- probably due to the influence of the
molecular diffusitivity on very thin and slow gravity
currents.
The following parameters were estimated from the
directly measured data: the downslope velocity of the
front uf  dLf =dt, the effective thickness of the bottom
layer H  Q=2pLf uf , the effective downslope Froude
number Fr  uf =g0H
1=2, the effective Reynolds num-
ber Re  uf H=m, the effective Ekman number
E  HE=H2, where HE  m=f cosh1=2 is the Ekman
scale. In the experiments, the Ekman scale was
HE  0:06ÿ 0:13 cm whereas nondimensional para-
meters were in the range Re  0:21ÿ 26,
Fr  0:13ÿ 1:1.
In certain experimental runs at slow rotation of the
platform and large density differences between layers,
the bottom layer was broken into a system of soliton-
type frontal waves which propagated downwards
(Fig. 2B.). At the transition between stable and
oscillatory modes, a two-dimensional wave pattern was
observed, the distance between crests being 2–4 cm. In
Fig. 2A, B. Top and side views
of a gravity current over the
cone at t  70 s after beginning
of the injection of dense fluid
(coloured) at g0  2:0 cm=s2,
Q  2:5 cm3=S. A, Stable mode:
f  4:1 rad=s; Fr  0:3;
B, oscillatory mode:
f  1:0 rad=s; Fr  0:8. Here
Fr  u=g0H1=2 is the effective
Froude number,
H  Q=2pLuf  is the effective
thickness of the bottom layer
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runs with very large density differences, the wave pattern
became three-dimensional and irregular with interacting
waves. The stability diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
Theory
Governing equations
We consider the dynamics of a two layered fluid above a
circular cone rotating around a vertical axis. We
introduce a curvilinear rotating orthogonal co-ordinate
system so that the S-axis starts at the cone top and is
directed to the foot along the cone wall, the Z-axis (local
‘‘vertical’’) is perpendicular to the wall of the cone, and
the u-axis is orthogonal to the S and Z axes giving a
right-hand triplet.
We adopt the following non-dimensionalization
scheme. Let L0 be a typical horizontal length of the
dense water plume, H0 being its vertical length scale, and
T0 its evolution time scale. More specifically these scales
will be defined differently for every basic stage of the
gravity current evolution. Along-cone-wall distances are
scaled by L0, ‘‘vertical’’ lengths by H0, time intervals by
T0, ‘‘horizontal’’ (i.e. along S and u directions) velocities
by the Nof (1983) scale Vg  g0 sin h=f cos h, ‘‘vertical’’
velocities by W  H0Vg=L0, yielding the non-dimen-
sional variables s; z; t; us; uu; uz respectively. The non-
dimensional pressure anomaly is introduced by the
formula p  P ÿ Pc=P0, where P0  H0q1g
0sinh
tanh coth is the hydrostatic pressure scale,
Pc  q2g cos hstanhÿ z is the background hydrostatic
pressure, q1; q2 – are densities of the fluid in the bottom
and top layers respectively, and h – is the bottom
inclination angle.
It is assumed that the horizontal scale L0 is much
greater than the ‘‘vertical’’ H0 so that the ‘‘vertical’’
acceleration is small and a shallow water approximation
can be applied. The momentum and continuity equa-
tions for the bottom layer are written in non-dimen-
sional variables as:
eT
@us
@t
 e

us
@us
@s

uu
s cos h
@us
@u
ÿ
1
s
u2u

 uu  1 E
@
2us
@z2
ÿ c
@p
@s
2
eT
@uu
@t
 e

us
@uu
@s

uu
s cos h
@uu
@u

uuus
S

 ÿus  E
@
2us
@z2
ÿ c
@p
s cos h@u
3
ÿ e
sin h
s cos h
u2u  uu tan hÿ cothÿ tanh coth
@p
@z
4
@us
@s

1
s cos h
@uu
@u

us
s

@uz
@z
 0; 5
where the non-dimensional parameters are given by the
formulas:
eT  1= f T0 cos h; e  Vg= f L0 cos h;E  H2E=H
2
0;
c  tanh cothH0=L0: 6
Equations (2)–(5) take into account both ‘‘horizon-
tal’’, i.e. parallel to the cone wall, (see terms uu;ÿus in
Eqs. (2),(3)) and ‘‘vertical’’, i.e. perpendicular to the
cone wall, (see term uu tan h in Eq. 4) components of the
Coriolis force. The ‘‘vertical’’ component is essential at
steep slopes. We emphasise that at steep slopes Eq. (4) is
not reduced to the hydrostatic equation even in the
linear case because of the ‘‘vertical’’ component of the
Coriolis force.
Consider the case where the thickness of the top layer
is much greater than the bottom one. From momentum
conservation it follows that the velocities in the top
layer, induced by the motion in the bottom layer, are
small. So that motion in the upper layer can be
considered independently. For the purposes of this
study we consider the upper fluid at rest above the
interfacial Ekman layer. If necessary, the analytical
technique described later can be extended to take
account of the influence of motion in the top layer on
the dynamics of the lower layer following the method
developed for the case of a flat bottom by Shapiro
(1982).
The integral form of Eq. (5) is written as
eT
@h
@t
 e

1
s
@
@s
sqs 
1
s cos h
@qu
@u

 0 7
where h is the nondimensional thickness of the bottom
layer, qs; qu are the integral specific fluxes in the bottom
layer along the S and u axes. The dimensional fluxes can
be obtained by multiplication with VgH0.
The boundary conditions in the vertical are (1) no-slip
conditions at the bottom, (2) continuity of the viscous
stresses at the interface, and (3) vanishing of horizontal
velocities in the upper layer far away from the density
interface.
Next we consider axisymmetric currents (@=@u  0)
only. The scale analysis shows that several stages or
regimes can be distinguished in the dynamics of the
Fig. 3. Stability diagram. Solid squares correspond to the oscillatory
mode while open squares correspond to the stable mode
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gravity current. The properties of these stages depend on
the relative significance of the acting forces i.e. on the
relationship between the non-dimensional parameters
e; eT;E, and c.
Initial and intermediate stages
The initial stage covers the period of time comparable
with a few platform rotations. We introduce the internal
radius of deformation, R0, by the formula
R0  Vg=f cos h  g0 sin h=f cos h
2
: 8
Note that this definition differs from the commonly used
formula and reflects the difference in the main force
balance on the inclined bottom: the along-bottom
component of the gravity force against the Coriolis
force. Let H0 be a typical thickness of the plume near the
source, T0  1=fcosh;L0  R0. In this case the para-
meters e and eT take the value 1. We shall consider the
source geometry when L0  H0 > HE, then it follows
E < 1; c  1. A small pressure gradient of the order of c
is neglected, and the influence of friction (the terms of
the order of E) is taken into account in the first
approximation by the method of integral relations. The
reason for this is that the influence of bottom and
interfacial friction increases with time. Friction must
then be taken into account in order to obtain matching
solutions for the intermediate and main stages.
By dropping the terms proportional to c one can
obtain from Eqs. (2), (3)
Dus
Dt
ÿ
u2u
s
 uu  1 E
@
2us
@z2
9
Duu
Dt
ÿ
uuus
s
 ÿus  E
@
2uu
@z2
10
Similar equations for the interfacial Ekman layer in the
upper layer are written as (note that the main core of the
upper layer is at rest):
uu2  E
@
2us2
@z2
 0 11
ÿus2  E
@
2uu2
@z2
 0 12
The boundary condition in the upper layer far from the
interface is us2  uu2  0 at z )1. Equations (9)–(12)
are solved analytically using two iterations of the
integral relation method. In the first iteration, the
equations are integrated along the ‘‘vertical’’ with the
assumption that the left-hand sides of Eqs. (9)–(10) are
independent of the Z-coordinate. This iteration allows
calculation of the approximate vertical structure of the
current. In the second iteration, the Eqs. (9)–(10) are
averaged over the thickness of the lower layer using the
vertical structure of the current found in the first
iteration. This gives the equations for the depth
averaged values.
Using this technique one can obtain from Eqs. (9)–
(12) the following ‘‘vertical’’ profile of the ‘‘horizontal’’
velocity which it is convenient to write down in the
complex form
w  iU1ÿ eÿkz ÿ
1
2
eÿkhekz ÿ eÿkz 13
where
w  us  iuu ; i2  ÿ1; k  1 i=

2E
p
;
U  ÿ2
iwhk
2khÿ 3
; w  Us  iUu:
14
Here Uu, Us are the depth averaged current velocities for
the lower layer. They can be found from the following
equations, obtained by depth averaging Eqs. (9), (10)
DUs
Dt
ÿ
U2u
s
 1 aUu  1ÿ aUs
DUu
Dt

UuUs
s
 ÿ1 aUs ÿ aUu
15
Where – DDt – is the Lagrangian derivative and a is the
integral friction coefficient, which is given by the
formula.
a  3

E
p
 = 2h

2
p
: 16
Analysis of Eqs. (13), (15) shows that the value of
integral friction coefficient a incorporates both bottom
and interfacial friction. At E  1 the bottom friction
contributes 2/3 of the total value. Note that Eqs. (15) are
the ordinary (not partial) differential equations for a
Lagrangian particle and are easily solved numerically.
The trajectory of the Lagrangian particle is obtained
then from the equations
Ds
Dt
 Us;
Du
Dt

Uu
s cos h
: 17
First we consider the initial stage of the plume
evolution when the influence of friction is negligibly
small, and corresponding terms in Eqs. (15) can be
omitted. From the structure of Eqs. (15), the time period
for the initial stage can be estimated as t1  1=a. Far
from the top of the cones  1 the non-linear terms,
ÿU2u=s and UuUs=s, can be ignored, and the Eqs.
(15) become linear. If the diameter of the water source,
R1, is much greater than the radius of deformation of R0
(in non-dimensional variables s1  R1=R0  1) then the
condition s  1 is fulfilled along the entire trajectory,
and Eqs. (15) have an analytical solution:
Us  1 Uu0 sin t  Us0 cos t
Uu  ÿ1ÿ Us0 sin t  1 Uu0 cos t ;
18
where subscript ‘‘0’’ stands for initial t  0 conditions.
By integrating the first of Eqs. (18) one gets:
s  s1  1 Us0 sin t ÿ 1 Uu0 cos t  Uu0 : 19
From Eq. (19) it follows that a fluid particle is
trapped in a circular band around the water source. In
the case of zero initial velocities the half-width of the
band, Ds, is equal to 1, which in dimensional variables
yields DS  R0. This fact reveals the physical meaning of
the scale R0 as a radius of deformation for a buoyancy
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dominated flow over an inclined bottom : the scale R0
determines the horizontal scale of inertial oscillations.
The same scale, R0, yields the typical value of displace-
ment of a fluid particle along an isobath during one
inertial period. It means that for a gravity current over
the slope, the scale R0 is a direct analogue to the Rossby
radius for a current over a horizontal bottom. This
conclusion applies also to a more general bottom
topography.
At small s1 Eqs. (15) were solved numerically using a
Runge-Kutta method of the second order. The numer-
ical results show that fluid particles are trapped in a
band s1 < s < s1  2Ds where Ds varies from Ds  1 for
s1  1 to Ds  4 for s1  1.
At times, t  1=a the frictional effects become
important and we define this stage as an intermediate
one. The trajectory of a Lagrangian particle, computed
numerically from the non-linear Eqs. (15) at a  0:05
and s1  1:5 is shown in Fig. 4 for a time interval
0 < t < 72. At the intermediate stage the oscillations of
the Lagrangian particle decay with time and its
trajectory is transformed into a spiral. The depth
averaged azimuthal Uuc, and offshore, USc, velocities
tend to the following quasi stationary values:
USc  a=1 2a 2a2 ; Uuc  ÿ1 a=1 2a 2a2 :
20
It is clear from Eq. (20) that USc ) 0 both at very
small and at very large values of a (i.e. at small and at
large H=HE, where H is the dimensional thickness of the
bottom layer). The maximum of USc is reached at
H  1:5 HE. From the analysis of the vertical structure
of the solution [see Eqs. (13), (14), (20)] it follows that
the systematic transport of a fluid down the slope occurs
basically in two Ekman layers: near the bottom and near
the interface.
If the source for the dense fluid is continuous, and the
leakage of fluid at the outer border of the trap zone does
not balance the inflow, the thickness of the trapped fluid
increases. After a while the pressure gradient would
outweigh the gravity force and the radius of the trap
zone would be controlled by the ordinary Rossby radius
LR  g0 cos hH0
1=2
= f cos h which increases in time
with H0.
Main stage
In this section we consider the subsequent, main, stage
of the evolution of the gravity current. This stage
corresponds to times (dimensional) T  1f cos h and
distances S  R0. In this case the parameters e  1,
eT  1, c  1 and the main momentum balance is
controlled basically by buoyancy, Coriolis, and friction
forces. For the main stage, it is convenient to introduce
the following scales of ‘‘vertical’’ length, H0, horizontal
length, L0, and time, T0,
H0  HE

2
p
;
L0  Q = 2p cos hVgHEGm; T0 

2
p
L0 = Vg ;
21
where Gm  1:12 is a numerical constant. From Eq. (21)
it follows that e=eT 

2
p
, E  1=2. At this stage the
small terms of the order e, eT , c in the Eqs. (2), (3) can be
ignored in the first approximation. By integrating the
Eqs. (2), (3) over the vertical from z  0 to z  h we
obtain the same expression (13) but in this case we have
U  ÿ1. Then we integrate the complex fluid velocity
wz over the thickness of the bottom layer and take the
real part of that expression. It yields the value of the
downslope specific flux, qs,
qs  3ÿ 4lh  l2h=4; lh  eÿhcos h sin h
22
The down slope flux qs depends on h only and has a
maximum qs  Gm =

2
p
at h  hm  p (see Fig. 5).
Fig. 4. Lagrangian particle trajectory at the initial and intermediate
stages is shown in the polar co-ordinate system. Trajectory is
computed from Eq. (8) for a value of the friction parameter
a  0:05, a source radius s1  1:5 for the time interval 0 < t < 72
Fig. 5. Down slope specific flux, qs, as a function of the bottom layer
thickness, h, according to formula (22)
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From the ‘‘vertical’’ velocity profile (13) we see that,
similar to the intermediate stage, the downward flow is
concentrated primarily in the bottom and the interfacial
Ekman layers. In the inviscid core, between the two
Ekman layers, the fluid velocity is directed basically
along isobaths. This is why the downward flux does not
increase if the thickness of the lower layer increases
beyond h  hm.
By substituting expression (22) into Eq. (7) we obtain
a non-linear equation for hs; t. The upstream bound-
ary condition is set at some distance, si, outside the trap
zone: 2psiq cos h  Qi where the total flux, Qi, is a
constant. In the quasi stationary case, when the inflow
and outflow fluxes in the trap zone are in balance, one
can take Qi  Q where Q is the intensity of the source.
The downstream condition is h  0 at s )1.
At small values of h  1 Eq. (7) has an analytical
self-similar solution:
h  C1s1=3 at s < Lf ;
h  0 at s > Lf
Lf  C2t3=5 ;
23
where C1  1:19 , C2  1:41, and Lf t – is the non-
dimensional distance of the bottom front from the cone
top as a function of time. Formulas (23) describe the
down slope propagation of the dense water plume as a
tongue with a steep leading edge. The thickness of the
bottom layer at the edge slowly (as t1=5) decreases with
time. From Eq. (23) one can see that at t  1, the values
of Lf and h are of the order of 1. This proves that the
scales introduced by Eq. (21) do have, during the main
stage, the meaning of the typical thickness of the lower
layer, typical length between the cone top and the
bottom front, and typical evolution time respectively.
Reverting to dimensional variables we have from
Eq. (23):
Lf  C3Q2=5g0
1=5
sin h= cos2 h1=5mÿ1=5t3=5 ;
C3  0:69 :
24
In contrast to the intermediate stage, Eq. (14) does
not include any dependence on the Coriolis parameter.
The reason for this is that, at h  1, the down slope
current concentrates itself in the Ekman layers where the
main force balance is governed by the buoyancy and
friction forces. Using the technique introduced by
Benney (1967), the same formulas (23), (24) can be
obtained for a non-rotating fluid.
In the general case (arbitrary h) the Eqs. (7), (22) were
solved numerically. A time set of successive profiles of
the bottom layer thickness, hs, in the down slope
direction is shown in Fig.6. The profiles were computed
from Eqs. (7), (22) with boundary conditions h  2 at
s  s1  1:17, (which is equivalent to Q1  Q) and h  0
at s )1 and the initial condition h  0 at s > 1:17. The
results of computations show that the leading edge of
the plume reaches the thickness of the order of 1 or less
very soon even if the upstream values hi  1. The
upstream parts of the profiles match well which supports
the idea of self-similarity of the dense plume evolution.
The results of computations at different boundary
conditions show the similar behaviour. The computed
location of the bottom front versus time is shown in
Fig. 7 together with the analytical solution (23) and
experimental data.
Formula (24) is not applicable to the full set of
experimental data because they cover both cases
h  1; h  1, and h  1. Hence, the coincidence of
formulas (1) and (24) should not be expected. It is
however surprising that, as Fig. 7 shows, the deviation
of the experimental points from the analytical curve (23)
is not large.
Fig. 6. A time set of successive profiles of the bottom layer thickness,
hs, in the down slope direction as computed from Eqs. (7), (22) with
boundary conditions h  2 at s  s1  1:17, (which is equivalent to
Q1  Q) and h  0 at s )1. Non-dimensional time interval
between consecutive profiles Dt  25
Fig. 7. Distance Lf of the gravity current front from the cone top as a
function of time t in non-dimensional variables. The scales are (see
Eq. 21) L0  Q=2p cos hVgHEGm), T0 

2
p
L0=Vg. Stars show
experimental data, dashed line shows self-similar analytical solution
(14), solid line shows the numerical solution calculated using the same
boundary conditions as in Fig. 6
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Instability of the main current
We consider the stability of the main current in relation
to shortwave high frequency fluctuations. For the
analysis of these disturbances it is necessary to take
into account the pressure gradient (terms of the order of
c) and local accelerations (terms of the order of eT) in
Eqs. (2), (3). The exact estimation of the pressure
anomaly is not straightforward because of the influence
of a ‘‘vertical’’ component of Coriolis force in the
momentum balance along the Z axis (see Eq. 4).
Therefore it would be inaccurate to calculate the
pressure anomalies using the common ‘‘hydrostatic’’
approximation. The departure from the ‘‘hydrostatic’’
law increases with increasing bottom inclination angle.
We use the expansion of the velocity and the pressure
over independent small parameters e, eT, c in Eqs. (2)–
(4). The pressure gradient anomaly is calculated in the
zero order approximation and includes non-hydrostatic
components. The velocities and the down slope flux are
calculated in the first order approximation over eT and c,
whereas the inertial forces of the order of e are
completely neglected. This technique is efficient at
arbitrary E. In the case E  1 (i.e. h  1) Eq. (7) is
written as:
eT
@h
@t
 e
1
s
@
@s
s
h3
3E

eh4
144E3
1
s
@
@s
sh3 ÿ
ch3
3E3=2
@h
@s
  
 0 :
25
Mathematically, Eq. (25) is a non-linear advection-
diffusion equation. The first term in the square brackets
represents the non-linear advection of the dense plume.
The second term is produced by inertia (non-stationary
terms in the momentum equations), has the opposite
sign to the last term, and can be considered formally as a
‘‘non-linear negative diffusion’’. This term promotes the
increase of fluctuations and therefore it contributes to
the generation of instability. The last term originates
from the velocity component produced by the pressure
gradient. It can be considered as ‘‘non-linear positive
diffusion’’ and causes the decay of fluctuations. The
balance between ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative diffusion’’
terms determines a threshold of instability. The order of
magnitude estimation shows that the instability develops
if eh3 > 16cE3=2. This condition can be rewritten as
Fr > Fr0  4=3
21=4cos hÿ1 ; 26
where Fr  ux=g0h
1=2 is the local Froude number and
ux  g0h2 sin h=3m is the depth averaged velocity in the
bottom layer at h  1.
Discussion
At the initial stage, the water parcels are involved in
non-linear inertial oscillations near the cone top. The
frequency of oscillation is comparable but not necessa-
rily equal to the local Coriolis parameter f cos h due to
the influence of the centrifugal force. The water parcels
are trapped in a band whose width is several
R0  g0 sin h=f cos h
2. The scale R0 plays a funda-
mental role in the dynamics of a rotating fluid over an
inclined bottom, and is an analogue of the ordinary
Rossby radius of deformation.
During the main stage the effective down slope
spreading of dense water takes place only in the bottom
and interfacial Ekman layers. This results in generation
of a thin water tongue propagating down slope. Near
the source, in the band of width of several R0 the current
is directed primarily along isobaths and does not
contribute to the front propagation. The co-ordinate
of the bottom front, Lf , computed numerically using
Eqs. (7), (22) is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of time.
For the sake of comparison, the scatter plot of all the
original experimental data transformed into nondimen-
sional variables using formula (21) as well as the
analytical solution (23) are superimposed on the same
graph. From Fig. 7 it is clear that the laboratory
experiments agree well with the theoretical results for a
wide range of parameter values. This agreement backs
up the physics which underlies the formulas (7), (22).
In the majority of experiments we observed the stable
mode of the gravity current. Sometimes it disintegrated
into a set of periodic waves. Formula (26) shows that the
threshold condition depends only on the Froude number
and does not depend on the Ekman number. The
Coriolis parameter does not influence the threshold
conditions. The probable reason for this is that the
oscillatory mode is generated by the instability of a thin
viscous (Poiseuille) boundary layer. This fact is in a
qualitative agreement with the experimental results.
From Fig. 3 it follows that the oscillatory mode is
observed at Fr > Fr0  0:6 while the theory gives
Fr0  2:03. This discrepancy could result from the
difference in defining the theoretical (Fr, based on local
velocity) and experimental (Fr, based on front speed)
Froude numbers. Another reason might be the velocity
underestimation from the measured front propagation
data because they do not include the azimuthal
component of the velocity. Further investigation is
necessary to explain what mechanism controls the
predominant wave length and non-linear stage of the
disturbances.
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